
COLLECTION

CHIRO

Tested and endorsed 
by the Chiropractors’ 
Association of 
Australia, you can be 
sure you are getting 
the right support for 
an ideal sleep.

The Chiro Dynamic has a pillow top and FusionGel Plus foam  
which provides freedom of movement as you sleep.

Sleepy’s 60 Night Comfort Exchange Guarantee 
Rest Easy! From the day your bed is delivered, you have 
60 nights to ensure the mattress is right for you. If you 
are not completely satisfied with the comfort level of your 
new mattress, Sleepy’s will happily exchange it under our  
60 Night Comfort Exchange Guarantee*.

Free Old Mattress Removal
When Sleepy’s deliver your new 
mattress, we can take away your old 
mattress at no charge, because we 
understand that service continues 
after you leave the store.

Australian Made Mattresses
Sleepy’s proudly supports local 
manufacturers and suppliers.  
All of our mattresses are  
Australian Made. 

* Conditions apply. See staff or www.sleepys.com.au for more details.

sleepys.com.au

 

E X C L U S I V E  T O

Reclaim Your Sleep, Reclaim Your Amazing.

sleepys.com.au

Sleep healthy
The Chiro Dynamic range has been tested and 
endorsed by the Chiropractors’ Association of Australia 
(CAA). The CAA looks specifically for spine alignment, 
even weight distribution and edge support in every bed 
they endorse through Sleepy’s. The beds are rigorously 
tested by SleepMaker and then Chiropractors test the 
beds to ensure they meet the CAA standards. 

5 is the magic number
5 is indeed the magic number when it comes 
to spring zones. The CAA recognises the 
superior benefits of a 5 zone spring system 
like the Miracoil Advance. The 5 alternating 
comfort and support zones in the Chiro Spring 
support system assists to align your spine to 
ensure you have a healthy night’s sleep. 

Comfort system
The quilt layer in this collection is a technology 
developed by SleepMaker called Climatex quilt. 
It is a quilted sleep surface which uses two or 
more layers of dreamfoam with high loft fibre 
sandwiched in between. The Dynamic range also 
features a layer of Fusion Gel Plus for support 
and maintaining an ideal sleep environment.

400 (FIRM)
Support  
Comfort Layers  
Pressure Relief  
Disturbance Minimisation  
Edge Support  
Temperature Neutrality  
Non-Allergenic  
Guarantee  10 years
Available Sizes  Single to Super King

300 (MEDIUM)
Support  
Comfort Layers  
Pressure Relief  
Disturbance Minimisation  
Edge Support  
Temperature Neutrality  
Non-Allergenic  
Guarantee  10 years
Available Sizes  Single to Super King

200 (PLUSH)
Support  
Comfort Layers  
Pressure Relief  
Disturbance Minimisation  
Edge Support  
Temperature Neutrality  
Non-Allergenic  
Guarantee  10 years
Available Sizes  Single to Super King


